


T-JTA QUESTION BOOKLET EDITIONS

Regular edition criss-cross question booklet.

Regular edition non-criss-cross question booklet.

Secondary edition, Form S question booklet.

CHINESE: 泰勒.約翰遜性格分析問卷®(普通版®). translated by Dr. Johnny Chan

DANISH: Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analyse. Translated by Erik Baun.

FRENCH: Analyse de caractere Taylor-Johnson. Translated by F. Didier-Lauber, Jean Monbourquette, Paul-Emile Pelletier, and Antoine Rico.

GERMAN: Baschreibung der gemutsart. Translated by Walter Trobisch and Gunter Rochow.

KOREAN 테일러-존슨 성격분석검사. Translated by Global Counseling Center.

PORTUGUESE: Analise de temperaments Taylor-Johnson. Translated by Israel Belo de Azevedo and Antonio Rico.

SPANISH: Analisis de temperamento Taylor-Johnson. Translated by Gunter Rochow, Teodoro Meisner, Rafael Martinez, Antonio Rico, and Leonel Robaina. Revision by Ana Maria Velasco.

T-JTA RESEARCH SUPPLEMENTS


Supplement No. 8. Student Sten Norms. The less “desirable” traits, such as Nervous & Depressive, have been reversed for the Student Sten Profile so that Composed, Light-hearted, etc. are listed at the top of the profile. These Norms are only applicable to and must be used with the Student Sten Profile.


Supplement No. 10. German-Language Norms. This is a Germany/Austria standardization for use with the German Question Booklet.
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Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis® (T-JTA®) Research and Reference List


**TECHNICAL, JOURNAL, SPECIALIZED ARTICLES**


**MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES**


Gillen, Mollie. (1967, October). The Calgary clinic that mends marriages. *Chatelaine*, p. 44. (Canadian publication).


**SPECIAL REPORTS**

*Canadian Parliament Brief*, submitted November 22, 1966 by the Pastoral Institute of Canada to the Special Joint Parliamentary Committee on Divorce. Points out that psychological factors revealed by the T-JTA should be taken into account if divorce law reform is to resolve the dilemmas related to outdated divorce laws.


**DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS**

COPIES OF DISSERTATIONS AVAILABLE FROM: UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS INTERNATIONAL

300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106


**MASTER’S THESIS**


UNPUBLISHED MILITARY STUDIES


EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH


Manning, Linda Campbell & Flory, Bob & Olson, Jeremiah. (1988). The Correlation of Submissive/Dominance Factors And The Patient’s Perception of Wholeness. Chaplaincy Department, University of Minnesota Hospital, Minneapolis, Minnesota.